The purpose is to determine the nature of the cellular rearrangements occurring through the remodeling zone (RZ) in human donor lenses, identified previously by confocal microscopy to be about 100 mm from the capsule. Human donor lenses were fixed with 10% formalin followed by 4% paraformaldehyde prior to processing for transmission electron microscopy. Of 27 fixed lenses, ages 22, 55 and 92 years were examined in detail. Overview electron micrographs confirmed the loss of cellular organization present in the outer cortex (80 mm thick) as the cells transitioned into the RZ. The transition occurred within a few cell layers and fiber cells in the RZ completely lost their classical hexagonal cross-sectional appearance. Cell interfaces became unusually interdigitated and irregular even though the radial cell columns were retained. Gap junctions appeared to be unaffected. After the RZ (40 mm thick), the cells were still irregular but more recognizable as fiber cells with typical interdigitations and the appearance of undulating membranes. Cell thickness was irregular after the RZ with some cells compacted, while others were not, up to the zone of full compaction in the adult nucleus. Similar dramatic cellular changes were observed within the RZ for each lens regardless of age. Because the cytoskeleton controls cell shape, dramatic cellular rearrangements that occur in the RZ most likely are due to alterations in the associations of crystallins to the lens-specific cytoskeletal beaded intermediate filaments. It is also likely that cytoskeletal attachments to membranes are altered to allow undulating membranes to develop.
Introduction
The differentiation of fiber cells in the cortex of human lenses is more complex than previously recognized. In addition to the degradation of membranous organelles to produce an organelle free zone that supports transparency of the lens core (Bassnett, 2009) , the differentiating fiber cells undergo dramatic transformations about 100 mm from the surface within the remodeling zone (RZ) first described by Lim et al. (2009) . This region, only 40 mm wide where nuclei are still found, shows extensive cellular disorganization by laser scanning confocal light microscopy. After immunohistochemical staining of membranes and nuclei, the observed complex cellular rearrangements and membrane undulations suggested the insertion of new membranes and the modification of intercellular junctions within the RZ. They noted that the radial cell columns, which were evident in the outer cortical layers where cells had the classical flattened hexagonal cross-section, were not visible in the RZ. The radial cell columns only appeared again in the deeper layer called the transitional zone (TZ), where cells still had complex irregular shapes without nuclei as they transitioned into the compacted cells of the adult nucleus more than 300 mm deeper. An important finding was that the RZ appeared at the same location regardless of the age of the lens over an age range of 16e76 years. This implies that all fiber cells in human lens nuclei must have undergone the cellular transformations in the RZ as part of a highly regulated differentiation process. Because the cells in the RZ appeared condensed and jumbled in confocal images, it was anticipated that this region might act as a barrier to diffusion; however, when an extracellular tracer (Texas red dextran) was applied, it readily diffused through the RZ and the TZ up to the adult nucleus, which appeared to be the physical barrier about 350 mm from the lens surface (Lim et al., 2009) .
These remarkable observations about a narrow band within the cortex of adult human lenses invite numerous questions about dramatic changes in cell shape and interactions that can be addressed, in part, with high-resolution thin-section transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Unlike confocal imaging, which has a diffraction limited resolution of about 200 nm, thin sections can be prepared with about 2 nm resolution to reveal membranes and nuclei directly, as well as protein density and distribution indicated by cytoplasmic texture. Three factors were critical to obtain new structural insights using thin-section TEM. First, a new fixation procedure was employed that preserved whole lenses initially in formalin followed by paraformaldehyde that avoided the shrinkage reported for some formaldehyde fixations (Augusteyn et al., 2008) and that minimized any gradient of fixation. Second, the initial fixation was followed by Vibratome section processing, used extensively to analyze lens nuclear fiber cell membranes and cytoplasmic texture Metlapally et al., 2008) . Third, montages of thin sections allowed examination of fine details of cellular structure from the capsule, throughout the RZ and into the adult nucleus. This combination provided the excellent preservation and sufficient resolution to describe the initiating events in the formation of the RZ, formation of membrane undulations, changes in the membrane junctions and modifications in cytoplasm staining and texture that result in fiber cell compaction (Al-Ghoul and Costello, 1997; Al-Ghoul et al., 2001; Taylor et al., 1996) . We confirmed the presence of the RZ at 100 mm from the lens surface over an age range of 22e92 years, similar to the original study, and found that the youngest donor lens at 22 years gave the clearest views of distinct cellular changes within the RZ, which supported the conclusion the cellular integrity was maintained within the RZ and there was no evidence for insertion of new membranes in the RZ.
Beneath the epithelium and elongating fiber cells, the fiber cells in humans have classical flattened hexagonal cross-sections with dimensions about 2 mm Â 10 mm and close associations with adjacent fiber cells forming numerous specialized junctions and interdigitations (Kuszak and Costello, 2004) . These include balland-socket interlocking devices Crock, 1972, 1975; Kuszak et al., 1988) , edge processes (Taylor et al., 1996) , tongueand-groove interdigitations (Kuwabara, 1975; Taylor et al., 1996; Vrensen et al., 1992) , square array junctions (Costello et al., 1985 (Costello et al., , 1989 Lo and Harding, 1984; Zampighi et al., 1982 Zampighi et al., , 1989 , and gap junctions (Costello et al., 1992; Goodenough, 1979; Kuszak and Brown, 1994; Lo and Harding, 1986) . These specialized structures have important roles in determining cell shape, stabilizing intercellular contacts and minimizing extracellular space, dependent on lens species, lens age and age of the cell within the lens. It is reasonable to expect that gradual modifications of these specialized features transform the outer cortical fiber cells to the highly flattened fiber cells of the human adult nucleus where the interdigitations are more elaborate and the cytoplasm is more condensed, consistent with the higher refractive index of the lens core (Taylor et al., 1996; Jones et al., 2005) . However, the presence of the RZ suggests critical stages of fiber cell differentiation might be more dramatic and more rapid than expected. Ball-and-socket interlocking devices are important in this process. Although young fiber cells of the outer cortex in humans and primates have relatively smooth cell surfaces with few ball-and-sockets (Kuszak et al., 1988; Taylor et al., 1996) , a pronounced increase in these types of interactions is observed at the beginning of the RZ. Tongueand-groove specializations are also critical and have been described as characteristic of older fiber cells, especially in the lens center where scanning electron microscopy has shown the undulating membrane topology to cover a major portion of the cell surface (Kuszak et al., 1988; Kuwabara, 1975; Taylor et al., 1996) . We show here that formation of undulating membranes is initiated just after the RZ in the mid-cortex and are not present in any membranes within the RZ.
Materials and methods
Human donor lenses were obtained from the North Carolina Eye Bank, WinstoneSalem, NC and the Ramayamma International Eye Bank, Hyderabad, India, within 24 h of death. Lenses were collected following the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Whole lenses were immersion fixed in 10% formalin (neutral buffered containing 1e2% methanol) for 24 h followed by fixation in 4% paraformaldehyde in cacodylate buffer (pH 7.2) for 48 h following the protocol described earlier (Costello et al., 2012) . Preserved lenses were shipped to University of NC for further processing by TEM using the Vibratome sectioning technique described previously (Costello et al., 2010) . Briefly, pre-fixed lenses were sliced into 200 mm thick sections that were immersion fixed 12 h in 2.5% glutaraldehyde, 2% paraformaldehyde and 1% tannic acid in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (pH 7.2) followed by en bloc staining in cold 0.5% osmium tetroxide for 60 min and 2% uranyl acetate (in 50% ethanol) in the dark for 30 min. Thick sections were dehydrated through a graded ethanol series, embedded in epoxy resin (Epon 812, EMS, Hatfield, PA) from which 70 nm thin sections were cut with a diamond knife (Diatome, EMS, Hatfield, PA). Thin sections were mounted on 300 mesh hexagonal grids and stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. Images were obtained using a FEI Tecnai G 2 (T12) TEM operated at 80 kV equipped with a Gatan slow scan CCD camera (1k Â 1k, model 794, Gatan, Pleasanton, CA) and Digital Montage software (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA) for collecting up to 5 Â 7 arrays of images used to construct extended montages.
Results
An advantage of the fixation protocol employed is that the short fixation in formalin appears to open access for subsequent fixatives to enter all regions of the lens. After paraformaldehyde fixation, whole lenses were uniformly hard and differences in mechanical properties at the capsule/epithelium and cortex/nuclear interfaces seemed to be minimized. The resulting whole fixed lenses were easily Vibratome sectioned and processed for TEM with no obvious distortion of cell shape due to osmotic or mechanical stress as illustrated in images of the equatorial plane showing the capsule, epithelium and elongating fibers from a transparent 22 y.o. donor lens (Fig. 1) . Furthermore, the preservation of ultrastructure was excellent, revealed in part by the fine lamella of the capsule, the smooth interface between the capsule and epithelium, the good resolution of the epithelium-fiber cell-interface (Fig. 1, EFI ) and the resolution of internal membranous structures. Clearly visible in this image are two nuclei (Fig. 1, N) , having well-defined nuclear envelopes, and paired membranes of the irregular interface between adjacent epithelial cells (Fig. 1, arrowheads) . In addition, internal organelles can be identified and numerous localized cellular defect vesicles (Fig. 1 , black arrows) are visible that most likely represent secondary lysosomes or autophagic vesicles degrading and recycling cytoplasmic components (Costello et al., 2013) . The mesa yielding these thin sections of epithelium was also used to prepare the subsequent montage of the cortex including the RZ and thus had the same resolution and preservation.
Images from thin sections of the cortex in the equatorial plane near the bow region contain the epithelium (EP) and classical fiber cells (FC) arranged in radial cell columns of flattened hexagonal cells that occasionally display a nucleus ( Fig At higher magnification additional ultrastructural details are visible (Fig. 2BeF) . The classical fiber cell highlighted is about 2 mm thick, relatively uniformly stained and has smooth broad faces ( Fig. 2B , cyan). The broad faces are interrupted by a few small circular profiles that represent edge processes, which are small fingerlike processes nestled between adjacent fiber cell plasma membranes (Taylor et al., 1996) . Note that there are no visible ball-andsocket interdigitations and interlocking devices at the short faces are not elaborate. Flattened hexagonal fiber cells can be recognized throughout the FC region, although in the deeper regions, the cells seem to enlarge, the cytoplasm stains more lightly and the texture is more irregular ( Fig. 2A ). Dark objects appear in the cytoplasm, which at high magnification are seen to be complex interdigitations between adjacent cells (Fig. 2C , magenta). In the highlighted cell two such interdigitations are visible with connections intact to adjacent cells reveling their similar topology to ball-and-socket interdigitations (Dickson and Crock, 1972; Zhou and Lo, 2003) . However, these structures are distinct in several ways. First, they are larger than typical ball-and-sockets (usually less than 0.5 mm)
with some extending more than a micron into adjacent cells and having maximum diameters also more than a micron. Most important is that these complex interdigitations are much more numerous with the highlighted cell having more than ten, compared to the classical fiber cells that had none visible. The dark staining of the objects might in part be due to the internal structure, for example, if the protrusions are generated by extensions of the actin cytoskeleton, the high concentration of cytoskeletal proteins may attract additional stain. Furthermore, the lighter staining and more irregular texture of the cytoplasm increases the contrast of the profiles. Once these profiles are recognized as distinct structures, their density can be appreciated at low magnification where hundreds are visible ( Fig. 2A) . Such objects are easily distinguished from membranous organelles, such as the secondary lysosome or autophagic vesicle containing membranes and heterogeneous contents (Fig. 2C, arrow) . In this region the cells are also beginning to lose their classical shape. In the middle of the RZ, the cells are so irregular in shape that they, by themselves, would not be recognizable as being from any mammalian lens (Fig. 2D, magenta highlighted cell) . The interdigitations are extensive and irregular in size and distribution, which distorts the shapes and appearance of the fiber cells. Note that some of the projections are darkly stained and others are light, suggesting that proteins that take up stain are being redistributed. The cytoplasmic texture of the highlighted cell also appears to be more uniform than the adjacent cells or cells from the previous region of the RZ (compare Fig. 2D and C) . These distinctions can be appreciated at low magnification as well ( Fig. 2A) . The dramatic change in the texture of the cytoplasm is even more pronounced in the deepest region of the RZ where all the cells have smooth uniform cytoplasmic texture (Fig. 2E ). The highlighted cell has numerous projections of irregular size, shape and staining density, and the overall shape of the cell is very irregular (Fig. 2E, magenta  cell) . The cell to the immediate left has few projections in the cytoplasm whereas the one to the right has more than 70% of the exposed region filled with projection profiles (Fig. 2E) . These features suggest that there are massive rearrangements of both membrane components and cytoplasmic proteins. Just deep to the RZ, the TZ begins to display characteristics of fiber cells of the human lens nucleus with cytoplasm that is both uniformly stained and uniform in texture (Taylor et al., 1996) . The cell shape, while still irregular, can be found within radial cell columns and interdigitations may be simpler. For example, the highlighted cell has one projection from an adjacent cell with a narrow opening and wide tip; the eight other circular profiles might be sections through tips of other projections, and if so, would suggest that none of the profiles have been pinched off to form objects entirely contained within the cytoplasm. We have offered this interpretation previously to account for the complex morphology of nuclear fiber cells (Taylor et al., 1996) . Although this complex pattern of membranes would have to be confirmed in 3D tomographic reconstructions, these images support the interpretation that membrane bound objects within the plasma membrane perimeter are projections from adjacent cells.
Such an interpretation of the pattern of membranes in mature fiber cells requires that the intercellular projections have double membranes, one plasma membrane from each cell. The ultrastructure confirms this pattern of membranes as illustrated at high magnification (Fig. 3 , an enlargement of the boxed region in Fig. 2C ). In this image each plasma membrane is seen as a thin dark line (Fig. 3, arrowheads) . The interface between adjacent cells is formed by two plasma membranes, which can be followed into two projections where the neck is within the thin section. Most of the projections are clearly covered by paired plasma membranes and are most likely sections through the broad tips of projections where the necks are out of the plane of the thin section. A typical gap junction of closely apposed membranes is marked (Fig. 3, arrow) . The amount of plasma membrane visible in this image suggests that the fiber cells are intact; that is, there is no morphological evidence for fiber cell breakdown or disruption within the RZ. Furthermore, gap junctions appear to be preserved, and, if functional, would promote intercellular communication and coordination of cellular rearrangements within the RZ.
At a depth of less than 50 mm beyond the end of the montage in Fig. 2 , the fiber cells are representative of the deep cortex (Fig. 4A) . The cytoplasm is dense and uniform and the cell interfaces begin to display the undulating membranes characteristic of tongue-andgroove interdigitations, which can be low amplitude (Fig. 4A , arrowheads) or high amplitude (Fig. 4A, arrows) . In both cases the paired membranes and the extracellular space are contained within the white lines that are prominent in thin section images of mature fiber cells. At any given location the visibility of the membranes is limited mainly due to the complex geometry of the membranes and low probability that the membrane will be viewed edge-on (Costello et al., 1992 . With careful selection, regions can be found where membranes have the proper orientation perpendicular to the plane of the thin section (Fig. 4B) . For this region of high amplitude undulations, the membrane components most likely have been separated into domains where aquaporin0 orthogonal arrays appear on the convex segments (Fig. 4B, arrowheads) and protein poor lipid bilayers occupy the concave segments (Fig. 4B , arrows) based on previous studies (Costello et al., 1985 Kuszak and Brown, 1994; Lo and Harding, 1984; Zampighi et al., 1989) . The important consideration here is that the undulations do not occur unless the membrane proteins and lipids have been reorganized. Thus the first appearance of the undulations in the beginning of the TZ ( Fig. 2A and F) suggests that this region identifies the origin of the undulations along the path of human fiber fiber cells (FC; cyan, 80 mm thick), remodeling zone (RZ; magenta, 40 mm thick), and transitional zone (TZ; yellow, >500 mm thick). Many cells in FC contain nuclei even though only one is shown (arrow). Arrows on the magenta bar represent the depth from the epithelium where enlargements are made. Black bars are visible from the 300 mesh hexagonal support grid. B. Higher magnification of a classical fiber cell indicates the 2 mm Â 10 mm flattened hexagonal shape with smooth broad faces interrupted by only a few small edge processes (small circular profiles). C. Beginning of RZ (upper magenta arrow in A) reveals numerous intercellular projections that look like ball-andsocket interlocking devices (two remain connected in the highlighted cell). The bulbous ends stain darkly against a light and textured cytoplasm. The boxed region is enlarged in Fig. 3 . A vesicle containing heterogeneous debris is probably a secondary lysosome (arrow). D. The middle of the RZ (middle magenta arrow in A) is characterized by cells of irregular shape with many interdigitating processes of varying size and staining density (highlighted cell). E. Deep in the RZ (lower magenta arrow in A) cells are still very irregular in shape and internal projections are variable. In some cells projections are nearly 2 mm in diameter and irregular in outline with smooth interiors similar to the adjacent cytoplasm (highlighted cell). The narrow cell to the right has the majority of the cytoplasm filled with projections whereas other cells have very few. F.
Beginning of the TZ has cells that are more uniform in staining density and texture with fewer projections. Although the cell shape is still irregular, radial cell columns can be identified and early stages of compaction and undulating membranes can be recognized (highlighted cell).
cell differentiation and maturation. The cellular changes described for the 22 y.o. donor lens were observed for all lenses regardless of age and appear to represent a general component of fiber cell differentiation.
At the cortex/nucleus interface about 750 mm from the surface, the fiber cells display extensive compaction (Taylor et al., 1996) . Unlike the cellular changes within the RZ, which were similar over an extended age range, the amount of cellular compaction observed is strongly dependent on the age of the lens (Fig. 5) . For the youngest lens examined at 22 y.o., the amount of compaction was relatively slight with the average cell-to-cell spacing in radial cell columns of compacted cells of about 1 mm (Fig. 5A) . At age 55 years, the compaction was greater yielding cell spacing of about 0.6e 0.8 mm (Fig. 5B) . The greatest amount of compaction was observed in the 92 year old with a cell spacing of about 0.4e0.6 mm (Fig. 5C ).
This lens also showed more localized sites of cellular disruption (Fig. 5C, arrow) that might contribute to increased retinal stray light or the beginning of cortical cataracts. The extent of compaction in the adult nucleus is expected to be dependent on the number of years of cell growth beyond puberty, which is less than 10 years for the youngest age and over 70 years for the oldest.
Discussion
The zone of cellular remodeling during fiber cell differentiation in the human transparent lens is a narrow band in the outer cortex that involves dramatic changes in cell shape, interdigitations, cytoplasmic protein packing and, most likely, cytoskeletal patterns. The modification of fiber cells begins within a few cell layers about 80 mm from the capsule with the formation of complex interdigitations as extensive finger-like projections similar in topography to ball-and-socket interlocking devices except much more numerous. Thus, the interface between cells appears to change dramatically without loss of cell integrity or gap junctions. The projections initially are recognized as distinct objects because they stain more darkly than the adjacent cytoplasm, which at the same time appears to be more textured and lighter staining than the neighboring classical fiber cells (Fig. 2A) . The large number of projections and the contrasting staining density with the adjacent cytoplasm has not been reported previously and were not visible in the confocal images of the original description of the RZ (Lim et al., 2009 ). In the middle of the RZ, the cytoplasmic proteins appear to be redistributed gradually to produce a more uniform texture and density more similar to the cytoplasm within the projections (compare Fig. 2CeD ). These changes suggest that redistributions occur both of soluble crystallins, which constitute the major mass within fiber cells, and of cytoskeletal proteins that control cell shape.
Actin is an important component of the cytoskeleton during cell elongation and might partially account for the intense staining of the elongating fibers at the EFI (Fig. 1) (Bassnett et al., 1999; Beebe Fig. 3 . High magnification TEM image of early cellular changes in the RZ. Enlargement of the boxed region in Fig. 2C . Complex interdigitations of three adjacent cells. Two processes have the base connected whereas portions of at least seven others have their connections out of the plane of the thin section. Paired plasma membranes are present throughout. Single plasma membranes are thin dark lines (arrowheads) and one gap junction is marked (arrow). Yellow highlighting is used to increase contrast at cellular interfaces. Fig. 2F , the membranes take on their characteristic undulating patterns, both low amplitude (arrowhead) and high amplitude (arrows). The cells are irregular in shape and are at the early stages of compaction with average cell thicknesses about 1 mm. Note the uniform dense staining of the cytoplasm. Also note that many circular profiles have irregular shapes because their membranes are also taking on the undulating morphology. B. At high magnification the paired membranes of a region of high amplitude undulations can be seen individually. Based on previous studies, the segments that are convex toward the cytoplasm contain a high density of aquaporin0 (arrowheads) and the apposing concave segments are limited in protein or are pure bilayers (arrows). The membrane thickness is about 7 nm. Lo et al., 1997; Rafferty and Goossens, 1978) . Importantly, actin has been associated with ball-and-socket formation as intercellular projections of varying size and location depending on species and cell age (Biswas et al., 2010; Dickson and Crock, 1972; Zhou and Lo, 2003) . Labeling studies have clearly shown actin within the protrusions in primate lenses, and branching actin filaments were visualized by TEM (Zhou and Lo, 2003) . Therefore, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the extensive and rapidly formed protrusions into adjacent cells in the RZ are produced by stimulation of the actin cytoskeleton, although this hypothesis will have to be confirmed in future studies with high resolution specific labeling.
It is likely that the beaded filament cytoskeleton formed by filensin and phakinin influences cortical fiber cell shape (FitzGerald, 2009) and is modified in the formation of the RZ. However, beaded filaments and other cytoskeletal elements are not normally visible in thin sections of intact fiber cells and have only been visualized after the soluble crystallins have been removed leaving a cytoplasmic ghost (Alizadeh et al., 2004; Schietroma et al., 2009) . It is well established that the beaded filament proteins are degraded with age, which may be caused by endogenous enzymes (Sandilands et al., 1995; Blankenship et al., 2001; FitzGerald, 2009) . It has been suggested that modification of the beaded filament arrays and other cytoskeletal components may be caused by calpain 2, a calcium dependent cysteine protease identified in many species including human (David et al., 1989) . Calpain may also remodel the membrane skeleton, which includes many actin-binding proteins (Beebe et al., 2001; Gokhin et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2000; Maddala et al., 2011) . In a mouse model it was demonstrated that calpain cleaved spectrin with greatest enzyme activity in a 100 mm thick band in the outer cortex adjacent to the organelle free zone (De Maria et al., 2009) . Disruption of the spectrin binding to actin and membrane components might be one factor underlying the dramatic remodeling of the plasma membrane that occurs during fiber cell maturation to produce the interlocking folds and undulations (De Maria et al., 2009) . Another factor may be the remodeling of the beaded filaments and the reported direct links of beaded filament proteins to aquaporin0 membrane proteins (Lindsey Rose et al., 2006) . In a phakinin knock out mouse model, it was recently shown that the absence of beaded filaments resulted in a large increase in undulating membranes (Biswas et al., 2013) . The ultrastructural data presented here for humans are consistent with these results for mouse models because none of the membrane interfaces from the epithelium through the RZ show membrane undulations, whereas all cells in the TZ and deeper layers are characterized by the undulations. Therefore, for the first time we have identified the origin of fiber cell membrane undulations in the beginning of the TZ within the mid-cortex.
The proposed enzymatic modifications of the cytoskeleton and membrane skeleton may help explain the distinctive pattern of staining in thin sections. The stains used are mainly positively charged heavy metal ions, such as uranium and lead, which will bind to negatively charged regions on the surfaces of proteins. It is possible that crystallins bind to each other and to beaded filaments at the negatively charged regions, such that the binding sites would initially compete with the heavy metal ions, resulting in a lower overall staining in the FC and early RZ. After the remodeling of the cytoskeleton and modifications to crystallins (Grey and Schey, 2009) , the crystallins could reorganize exposing heavy metal binding sites to form the densely stained cytoplasm in deep cortical cells in the TZ. In contrast, the membrane skeleton is robust in the young classical fiber cells ( Fig. 2A, FC) , which may absorb stains to enhance the membranes against a lighter staining cytoplasm. After the proposed modifications of the membrane skeleton in the RZ, the membrane bilayer will still have its distinctive bilayer staining pattern, only the overall membrane staining will be much lighter compared to the dense matrix of cytoplasmic crystallins. Thus, these results provide an explanation why the membranes are seen in negative contrast as white lines at low magnification in the TZ.
The most important observation about the unusual patterns of staining, which have not been described previously, is the transition in cytoplasmic staining from the classical fiber cells to the beginning of the RZ (Fig. 2A, FC to RZ) where the cells enlarge, the cytoplasm becomes more textured and is more electron translucent. These modifications in staining are remarkable for several reasons. First, the unusually high level of preservation of cellular detail suggests that the staining patterns, as well as accompanying changes in cell shape, are consistent with modifications of both cytoplasmic proteins and cytoskeleton. Second, there have been no previous ultrastructural reports of well-preserved fiber cells throughout the cortex. Third, the variations in texture of the cytoplasm are carefully recorded using the Vibratome sectioning method of processing suggesting that the observed smooth condensed cytoplasm in the TZ is a result of significant modifications of the packing of cytoplasmic crystallins. How is it possible that these unusual patterns of stain and dramatic changes in cell shape could have been missed in previous morphological studies? For nearly forty years prior to the initial description of the RZ in 2009 (Lim et al., 2009 ), normal and cataractous human lenses have been examined by ultrastructural methods without any mention in the literature of fiber cells with properties displayed in the RZ or any images that accidently display these distinctive cells. Lim et al. (Lim et al., 2009 ) offer the explanation that the main emphasis has been in the human lens nucleus and nuclear cataract formation, often using extracted nuclei where the cortex had been removed. Moreover, special emphasis is often given to the initial stages of fiber cell elongation and early differentiation. Another factor is that the RZ may be difficult to preserve with conventional fixation procedures. It is likely that the initial exposure to formalin is very gentle, perhaps through the infusion of small molecules including methanol, which can penetrate barriers without creating osmotic gradients. If fixation is not sufficient, then disruption or disorganization of cells may occur and these regions might have been avoided in previous studies.
Another issue that can be addressed in this study concerns the possible function of the RZ in human lenses. Based on the unique pattern of cell compaction in human adult nuclei (Al-Ghoul and Costello, 1997; Taylor et al., 1996) , we suggest that the changes in the RZ are required to prepare the fiber cells for their compaction in the adult nucleus from about 2 mm to 0.5 mm per cell. Compaction occurs while radial cell columns are preserved, broad faces of adjacent fiber cells become extensively interdigitated, membrane topology becomes dominated with undulations and the cytoplasm becomes very dense and uniform. None of these properties could be achieved without the cell modifications described in the RZ, which occurs for all fiber cells regardless of age. Thus our observations that the same cellular changes occurred in each lens examined over the age range of 22e92 years are consistent with the presence of the RZ at the same location in the original publication over the range 16e 76 years (Lim et al., 2009) . The amount of compaction we observed, however, is strongly dependent on age with the young lens showing little compaction in the adult nucleus and the oldest lens showing the most compaction near 0.5 mm per cell average thickness. Also many more focal sites of cell disruption, compared to the younger lenses, were observed in the 92 y.o. lens (Fig. 5C, arrow) , suggesting that age and cumulative exposure to light and other possible oxidative stresses caused cell damage that contributes to agerelated scattering as retinal stray light (Vrensen, 2009 ). These possible sources of light scattering are distinct from those observed within the RZ. The numerous projections in the RZ that have different density from the adjacent cytoplasm can be modeled as nearly spherical objects (with circular cross-sections) about 0.5e 1.0 mm average diameter and a density greater than 100,000 per mm 3 . Mie scattering theory suggests that the RZ, as annular band, would scatter a significant amount of light and also contribute to the retinal stray light. However, because the band is so thin at less than 40 mm, the effect on image formation at the retina for light passing close to the optic axis (nearly perpendicular to the RZ) would be minimal. As noted by Lim et al. (Lim et al., 2009) , the band could be distinctive with oblique illumination and could account for the zone of discontinuity in slit lamp images about 100 mm from the capsule (Michael and Bron, 2011) . Thus, our preliminary examination of the cellular properties of the RZ agrees with the conclusion of increased scattering in the RZ reached by Lim et al. (Lim et al., 2009 ) for different reasons: they proposed that the scattering was due to cell disorganization whereas our results suggest that the initial interdigitation pattern produced numerous unique scattering centers without cell disruption.
Conclusions
Fiber cells in the RZ undergo extensive changes in cell shape by forming complex interdigitations with adjacent cells without apparently compromising cell integrity or gap junctional interactions. Changes to fiber cells suggest extensive redistribution of the cytoskeleton and remodeling of the associations between the cytoskeleton and membranes. Alterations of crystallincytoskeleton interactions support the condensation of crystallins and darker cytoplasmic staining observed in the deep cortex and nucleus.
